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SUMMARY
..- Resultsare presentedfrom an elementaryanalysisof the effect of sweep angle
on the idealizedstructuralweight of sweptwings,with cruiseMach number M
and lift coefficient Ci as parameters. The analysisindicatesthat sweep is
unnecessaryfor cruiseMach numbersbelow about 0.80, whereasfor the higher
subsonicspeeds,a well definedminimum-weightconditionexistsat a sweep
1 angle in the neighborhoodof 350 or 40o, dependingon M and C . The results
1 furtherindicatethat wing-structureweight increasessharplywi_h Mach number
i in the high subsonicrange,with Mach 0.85 wings weighinghalf again as much as
0 H! Mach 0.75wings. Weight is also shown to increasewith cruiselift coefficient,
i but the effect is not strong for the usual range of design lift coefficients.
Minimumwing-structureweight is found to occur at _ ratio of thicknessto
° _i normalchord of about 18 percent,but it is concludedthat tY,e thicknessratio
::__ I for optimumwing designwould probablylie in the range of 12 to 15 percent.
_ INTRODUCTION
._ The structuralweightof wings on swept-wingaircraftis a subjectthat
i' continuesto be widelydiscussedand littleunderstoodexcept in terms of the
i resultsof highlycomplexdesignprocesses. The presentmemorandumis intended
!_ to contributeto the discussionby presentinga first-orderanalysiswhiuh com-
_ _ bines the variousaerodynamicand structuraleffectsin an elementaryway. The
...... resultof the analysisis a simpleexpressionthat agreesreasonablywell with
..... the known trendsin the dependenceof wing weighton Mach numberand sweep
angle.
," It shouldbe emphasizedthat this analysisis based on a number of severe
assumptionsand that the resultsare, therefore,only of limitedvalue. It is
_ believed,however,that the major interrelationshipshave been taken into
account,and that the trendswhich are indicatedare valid.
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. SYMBOLS
A curve-fit coefficient
.!
.i
', B curve-fit coefficient
,. 1
,I b aerodynamic span
._. c chord
CL wing lift coefficient
C two-dimensional section lift coefficient
9.
h effective structural dep_,hof wing box
K combined constant factor for structural weight
kc constant factor for wing area
constant factor for wing-box depth
kh
kp cunstant factor for load on wing
constant factor for beam weight ,.
kw
, .t beam length; structural semlspan of wing
_.
. __J] M drag-rise Mach number
o I_. p total load on beam
o
i.ii/,i._! q dynamic pressure
. . , S wi g area
o i
i. t wing profile thickness
__ i W weight of wing-box structure to carry bending
, _,i. stresses
._".?_I: W* nondimensional weinht of wing-box structure
--_M,,_- ._
!_ gross wei]ht of airplane, for determining the
" I_ WG lift coefficient of the wing
_-7"I
-_ _"_I W "supported weight" of airplane: wei_IhL which i_
, ::,.._,.__! o supported at center of wing and which thereby
.... \
._.i contribute_ to the bending moment at the win_lrnot
o' )
i'
AA sweep angle of the wing for aerodynamics
AS sweep angle of structuralaxis of wing
Subscripts
o referencevalue
n referringto flow componentnormalto axis of
, sweptwing '
_, referringto flow componentparallelto free stream
0 curve-fitcoefficient
l curve-fitcoefficient
ANALYSIS
Wing structuralweighton an aircraftsuch as a large subsonictransportis
made up of a large numberof components,all of which must be designedto meet
the worst of a varietyof design conditions. It is a matter of experience,
however,that about two-thirdsof the actualweightof the structuralwing box
on transportaircraftcan be accountedfor by a simplecalculationof the
"theoretical"weightof "bendingmaterial"in the wing box. This calculated
"idealbending-material"weight is the weightof the volumeof structuralmate-
rialwhich would be requiredfor an idealizedbox beam of the given dimensions,
subjectedto the given spanwiseloadina,and limitedto a nominalskin stress
which is consistentwith the ultimate-strengthand fatigue-strengthproperties
of the skin material(usuallyabout 15,000psi for steady flightwith maximum
payload).
The remainingone-thirdof the wing-boxweightwhich is not directlyrequired
to carry the bendingstressescan largelybe accountedfor in the weightof the
shear-carryingspar-webmaterialand in the ribs or framesnecessaryto stabi-
lize the cross sectionof the box. A relativelysmall portionof the total
wing-boxweightcan also be attributedto designfeaturesassociatedwith manu-
facturingconvenience,such as the use of rib-_ cover fastenerclips and the
use of uniform-thickness,standard-gaugemate,lal insteadof continuously I
taperedsectionsas assumedfor the idealizeJweight. Most of this "nonideal" I
one-third of the wing-box weight varies roughly in proportion to the bending
loadwhich also determinesthe "ideal"two-thirdsof the weight.,Thus the _
idealizedbending-materialweight calculationis a reasonablyaccurateindi- J
cator of the totalwing-boxweight.
Anothercharacteristicof wing-boxdesignwhich simplifiesthe preblemof
obtaininga first-orderweight estimatefor conventionalswept-wingtransport
designsis that the bending-materialweight estimateis valid independently
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of planform or other considerations which might be expected to complicate the
calculation. Thus, the same "non-optimum" multiplying factor (as described
4 above, roughly 3/2) applies, independently of sweep, taper ratio, engine loca-
_ tion, wing loading, aspect ratio, etc. It is worth noting that, for conven-
tional designs, the weight penalties associated with "secondary" structural
o_ requirements such as torsional stiffness and flutter are sufficiently small toi
_I be neglected in an analysis of this kind. Furthermore, there is no larqe
! 1 penalty (as is often suggested) associated with the sweep break at the wing
i root, compared to a straight wing of the same structural span and depth.
__iil For transport aircraft of generally conventional design, then, the wing-box '
i_!_I'I_ weight can be considered to be approximately proportional to the idealizedweight of bending material, independently of other complicating effects. For
° the purposes of the present analysis, it can a_so be assumed that the spanwise
distribution of wing-box depth is invariant _on_ the aircraft in a qiven
':.' I class, and that the spanwise distribution of aerodynamic loading in the criti-
i__I_i_) cal flight condition is similarly invariant. These assumptions can be justi-
- fied on the grounds that wing-planform taper ratio is about 0.3 for most
transports, and that the wing profile thickness ratio is usually very nearly
_o constant for most of the span. Furthermore, in the critical loading condition,
o__I_ the spanwise distribution of loading can be considered to be approximately
,:i proportional to chord, for purposes of weight analysis.
,_ i With the assumptions of similar distributions of wing-box depth and loading,
_ _i_i and of uniform bending stress in the idealized wing box, the bending-material weight is amenabl to simple structural scaling. The beam scaling •
;_- _, relation used here is derived in Appendix A. For beams of similar construc-
; , !._ tion and loading, the weight W is qi_en_by
n
'_.,_'!i W : kw P _ (_/h) (l)
_L-_.ii'_l where P is the total load (for which the nondimensional distribution has
._i been predetermined); _ is the length of the beam; h is the depth of the beam
at some reference station (say, the root); and Kw is a constant of proportion-
..... ality, which depends on the material density and stress, and on the distribu-
: _. _ tions of load and depth. For the calculation of the weight of a swept wing,
r the length _ is the structural semispan
_ _. = (b/2)/cos AS (2)
"_'i where b is the aerodynamic span, and AS is the sweep angle of the
structural axis of the wing. This relation is diagrammed in Figure I.
d
........ The load P in equation (1) is the total load on the wing, which is equal to
_il the load supported at the root (i.e. half the weight of fuselage, payload, tail,
_ landing gear, etc., multiplied by a design acceleration-load factor, plus the
....i.ol:. aerodynamic loads on the tail, for the critical flight condition). The load
_i:,__ P should not include the weight of the wing itself or of the fuel in the wing,since these loads contribute almost, nothing to the wing bending moment in
i,_i:,1 flight. Similarly, wing-mounted engines add very little to the hendinq nloment
4
and can, therefore, be neglected in this approximate calculation of wing
weight. Thus it is assumed that
P = kp Wo (3)
where WQ is the "supported weight" of the airplane and kO is a constant which
Is equal to the maximum design load factor times one-half (i.e., each wing
supports half of the total maximum load required to support the fuselage etc.).
The effective depth h of the wing box is related to the maximum thickness t
of ti_eaerodynamic profile of the wing at each spanwise station by a factor
that depends on the geometry of the internal stiffeners (stringers) and on the
width of the wing box. For the purpose of preliminary-design structural
analysis, the relationship is usually taken to be
h = kh t, (4)
where kh is normally about 0.85. A wing section with an equivalent box is dia-
gramed _n Fiqure 2. The profile thickness varies along the span, but For most
wings, the thickness distribution is such that the profile thickness-to-chord
ratio t/c is approximately constant, with the tip somewhat thinner _.nd the root
somewhat thicker. The pre.sent purposes are served by Jssuminq that Lhe non-
dimensional spanwise distribution of wing-box depth is invariant among the
various designs within a class of aircraft• A reference wing-box depth h can
then be defined to be a fixed proportion of the profile thickness ratio times
the chord co taken at some reference station• Thus, from equation (4),
he = kh (t/C)o co (5)
The choice of _eference station on the wing is, of course, arbitrary, provided
that the same reference station is used when comparing different designs.
For this analysis the reference chord is taken to be the "structural", or
"normal", chord at the reference station (i.e., the width of the wing normal
to the s_ructural axis). The thickness ratio also corresgonds to the n._rmal
chord. As shown in Figure 2, the normal chord cn is related to the sLreamwise
chord c,,,by
% = c., • cos AS (6)
With this notation, equation (5) for the re_er(:nce beam deptll becomt_s
• hn = kh (t/Cn)0 . (On)n (7)
It is convenient to climinate the reference ch,._din fav(_rof the_ winq ar_a
S and the span b. For wings of qiven taper rat-ioand ref_rence st_[.ior)_the
wing area is proportlopal tc)the product of the structur_] span and the
reference chord. ThIJs
S -- kc _ . (Cn)o , (8)
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where kc is a constant factor. Making use of equations (8) and (2), then, it
becomes possible to express the wing-box depth from equation (7) in terms of
' span and area:
c_.-I
_ ho : (kn/k c) • (2S/b) (t/Cn) o • cos AS (9)
The weight of the wing box can now be expressed in the desired terms.
_i, Substituting into equation (I) to eliminate P, _, and h in favor of W, b,
i]i - and S gives b3
_i K Wo 1i W:
, S co-_s AS (t/Cn) o (I0)
i where K stands for the group of multiplicative constants from the contributing
} relations• Since this weight equation will only be used here in a relative,
_ I_ nondimensional form, it is not necessary to evaluate K. The nondimensional
i expression for weight which will be plotted is
i (KWob3/S) (II)
...._ cos3 AS • (t/Cn)°
: _i Equation (ll) gives the relative weights of wing boxesas a function of the
=i_ sweep angle, provided the profile thickness can be determined. In order to
.,i establish a functional relationship which is representative of the profile
.i thickness ratios normally used in design practice, it is necessary to consider
;_i briefly the wing design process•
•_ i_ The objective of wing design is, of course, to find the geometry that gives the
oi_[i least total drag under the cruise conditions (including the drag associated with
...._ _- structural weight) while satisfying the requirements for aerodynamic lift and
_°!_ structural strength For the purposes of preliminary design of aircraft in the
_o_, jet transport category, this complex criterion is often replaced by the use of
;_ 'L_ViI a highly simplified expedient: the aerodynamic profile is assumed to have the
_'_ maximum possible thickness consistent with the provision that the "drag-rise
_i Mac_umber" must remain outside the flight envelope for efficient cruise. (The
drag-rise Mach number describes the condition at which the drag imcrement due to
_._. compressibility effects begins to become important, and is usually defined in
° terms of the slope of the curve of drag coefficient vs Mach number). For pre-
•_ liminary design, the compressibility-limited thickness ratio can be assumed to
_. be satisfactorily close to the optimum thickness ra_io, thereby eliminating
-_, thickness ratio as an independent design variable•
.._. : Since the compressiblity effects which produce the drag incredse are aggravated
by any acceleration of the flow field, the drag-rise Mach number is a function
of both the profile thickness ratio and the lift coefficient. Once this
" functional relationship is established, however, it becomes possible to find
i_ immediately the maximum profile thickness which can be used without excessive
_ _ compressibility drag at the given crt_ise conditions. Figure 3 shows a semi-
_ i empirical relationship between the thickness ratio and the drag-rise Mach number
!.
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• i' for two-dimensionalprofilesoperatingat variousvaluesof lift coefficient.This figure,wh ch was tak n from Referencel, shows that the maximumusable
I thicknessratio decreasesas eitherMach numberor the liftcoefficientincreases.
I The limitson thicknessindicatedby these curvesare consideredto be slightly '
_I optimisticwhen comparedto the currentstateof the art of supercriticalairfoil
I technology(i.e., (t/c)indicatedfor a given C_ and drag-rise M is slightly
i greaterthan the currentlyacceptedlimit),but the basic relationshipshave been
_:I verifiedby experiment. For the analysispresentedhere, the thicknessratio
1 was assumedto vary as plottedin the figure. Given the limitedobjectivesof
o: the analysis, the slight shift in the results caused by the use of optimistic
_ " aerodynamicsis not consideredsignificant.
To representthe two-dimensionalthicknessratiofor computationalpurposes,a
" :: four-pointcurve fit w_s made to the figure in ReferenceI. The functionalform
which was used is a linearvariationwith Mach number,
(t/c):AM+B (12)
where the slope A and interceptB are assumedto vary linearlywith lift
_:_.:j coefficlent:
A = A1 C_ + A0
....::_: B : B1 C_ + B0 (13)
=i;_i.:iI The curve fit gives the followingvaluesfor the coefficients; .,
_, A0 -0.794
_ AI = -0.296
B0 : 0.812
B1 : O.lll (14)
"_: For the wing weight analysis,it was assumedthat the two-dimensionalvaluesfor
.,'_ the profilecharacteristicscould be used directlyin the swept-wingproblemas
_ the normal-flowcharacteristicsin simpleyawed-wingtheory. Thus, the two-
-_.....-; dimensionalrelationfor constrainton profilethickness,equation(12),is used
• "', here directlyas the constrainton the normal thickness-ratiofor the swept
, wing. With substitutionsindicatedFromequations(13), the referencethickness
'. ratio for the wing becomes
(t/Cn)ref = (AI.(CL)n + AO). Mn + (BI (CL)n + BO) (15)
where A(I..... B1 have the values given by (14), CL stands for the effective
i] ' lift co6fficientof the wing, and the symbol n indicatesthe propertiesoF the
!: component of the flow field which is normal to the "aerodynamic axis" of the
J/ 'i swept wing. For the purpose of determining the effective aerodynamic sweep angle
to be used in applying two-dimensional supercritical aerodynan_ics to a swept-wing
'__i:'~a--I
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analysis,the best approximationis obtainedby using the sweep angle of the
high-Mach-numberisobars,which lie approximatelyat the midchordof the wing.
Consideringthe level of approximationinvolvedin the presentproblem,how-
ever, no significanterror is introducedby talcingthe aerodynamicsweepanqle
to be equal to the structuralsweep angle,and this simplificationhas been
made for the numericalcomputations.The distinctionbetweenaerodynamicsweep
and structuralsweep has been retainedin the analysispurelyfor the purpose
of identificationof terms.
In the first-ordersweep thecry,compressibilityeffectsare assumedto be the
same as for a two-dimensional(unswept)wing operatingat a Mach numberdeter-
mined by the componentof the free-streamvelocitynormal to the wing. Thus
the normalMach number is given by
Mn = M_ cos AA (16)
where the _ indicatesfreestreamconditionsand the AA is the effective
aerodynamicsweep. Associatedwith this normalcomponentof flow is the normal
lift coefficient (C,)n , which is found by observingthat since the component
of flow parallelto _he wing providesno lift, the lift due to the normalcom_
ponentof flowmust equal the total lift:
WG = qn S(CL)n: q_ S(CL)_'
or (CL)n = (CL)_,q'/qn (17)
The dynamicpressure q is proportionalto M2, so that
(CL)n = (CL)o.MJ/M 2, (18)
which gives,on substitutingfor M=VMn from (]7),
(CL)n = (CL)_,/cos2 AA (19)
The relations(16)and (19)allow one to find the normalMach number and lift
coefficientin terms of the free streamvalues,for a given sweep angle. With
the normalvalues,then, the appropriatevalue of (t/cn)n (i.e.,the maximum
permissiblethicknessratio)for the given freestream_o_ditionscan be found
fromequation (15). Finally,wlth (t/Cn)o , the value of the nondimensional
weight parameter W* can be found from equation(ll). The value of W* com-
puted in thisway representsthe nondimensionalweightof wing structurewhich
is consistent(withinthe limitationsof the analysis)with the given valuesof
free-streamdrag-riseMach numberand free-streamlift coefficient.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The results of the foregoing analysis of wing-weight dependence on sweep angle,
.,o drag-rise Mach number, and lift coefficient are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The
curves of Figure 4 show the effect of sweep angle on relative wing weight at
constant normal thickness ratio, for a range of thickness ratios. This curve
.... set is simply a plot of equation (11), showing the inverse-cosine-cubed relation
between weight and sweep angle, with thickness ratio as the parameter. |
'._ The identical set of curves is repeated (as dashed lines) in Figure 5, together
t with the corresponding contours of constant free-stream drag-rise Mach number,
;iI
for three values of the stream-wise lift coefficient. The constant Mach number
curves were obtained from the relationship given in equation (15) (which
_ represents the curve set of Figure 3), making use of equations (16) and (19)
_";i_*lI to convert the two-dimensional data to swept wings.
'_ ..]!! Within the constraints and limitations of this elementary analysis, the curves
_: of Figure 5 indicate the manner in which the sweep angle for swept-wing air-
craft might be expected to vary with the design cruise conditions. The local
1 minimum-weight values along the contours of constant drag-rise Mach number
show the sweep angle which gives the least structural weight for given
:_ i Mach number and lift coefficient; the "strength" of the local minimum indicates
iIo.i, the sensitivity of the wing-box weight to compromises in the sweep angle which
_:=,o_i might be required to accommodate multiple design requirements. ,
,' The results indicate that for cruise Mach numbers below about 0.80 (depending
• 'i
: _ LI_ somewhat on lift coefficient), wing sweep is unnecessary from the point of
view of wing-box weight, since the weight either increases with sweep angle or
_I is almost independent of sweep out to sweep angles well above the useful range.
_ I , For the higher Mach numbers, however, a well-defined, minimum-weicIht design
i ,3 _! condition exists at a sweep angle somewhat above thirty degrees dependinq on
_'. _ Mach number. This local minimum gets progressively stronger as eiLher Mach
: _,_iI number or lift coefficient increa.ses.Furthermore, the sweep anqle at which
the minimum-weight condition occurs can be seen to increase as either the Mach
,,:. number or the lift coefficient is increased, but the rate of increase is
i: i surprisingly mild: the minimum-weight sweep angle varies onl.yabout ten
. degrees for the full range of flight conditions covered by these curves.
i The results plotted in Figure 5 give an indication of the cost in structural
_ i weight associated with operation at higher Mach numbers. The weight increase
: is brought about by the increased sweep angle and/or the decreased thickness
_ required for the higher speeds. Figure 5 tends to qive a somewhat exaggerated
_._',:i: impression of this weight increase however since i_ighercruise Mach numbers
," are usually accompanied by lower cruise lift coefficients.
A more realistic indication of the relative weight penalty associated with
i , higher Mach numbers can be obtained by varying lift coefficient with Mathnumber in an appropriate way. An approximate relationship between I,!achmm_her
: ._,_,-I and lift coefficient can be derived by considerin_l the total lift on i:he wing
_-:"::.i_iI in steady flight at the beginninq of cruise:
• _ _ q
WG -- L = q S CL = (ypM2/2) S CI_
This gives
V,2 CL = (WG/S) (2/'fr,) (20)
where '¢ is a constant (Y = 1.4) and p is the free-stream gtatic pressure.
The design (maximum) value of the product M CL is set by the nlaximum wing-
loading W6/S and the minimunt pressure. The minimum pressure is determined
by the maxlmum altitude for the beginning of cruise, which is ;n turn deter-
mined within fairly narrow limits by engine considerations and air-traffic
control requirements. The maximum wing loading is also constrained to lie
within a fairly narrow_range of values because of landing--field-length require-
ments. The product MZCL can therefore be considered is, be appro.<imately
constant for a given class ol= aircraft.
The curves in Figure 6 show the res_!t of replotting weight vs sweep angle, as
in Figure 5, holding the product M CL constant, (rather than Cj as in
Figure 5). The values chosen For thes_ plots (MzCL --- 0.30 a:Id _.50) are
considered typical; other values of M-C,L produce similar curve sets, as
might be expected from the similarity of Figures 5a, b and c. The rate of
increase of weight with Mach number show_ by Figure 6 (t, sing the minimum W*
for each value of M) amounts to a weight increase of about twenty percent for
an increase of Mach number of 0.05. This.,rate of increase is essentially con-
stant for the full range of interest of M-'-CI_. .,
Figure 5 also indicates that the weight savlngs available from r.he use of
thick-profile sections at higiler Mach numbers is perhaps more limited than is
generally believed. The family of "minimum-weight" designs requires a profile
thickness _atio of about 18-to 20-percent _'or Mach numbers above abou& O._qO,
for the complete range of lift coefficient_',. This result is shown more clearly
in the curves oF Figure 7, in which the weight is cross plotted _qainst thick-
hess ratio for constant Mach number. It can be seen from Ficlure 7 that, in
the moderate-to-high Mach number range, minimum structural weigh_.s indicated
for thicknesses of about, 18-percent _re not much les_ than the weights avail-
able through the use of relatively thin conventional sect.ions at lowe_ sweep:
at a thickness of 15-percent the wei(lht is on'ly ab(_ut 3 percent qreater than
the minimum value, while the 12-percent thickness gives wei(lht values which
are only about lO-percent qreater than th(._ minimum, for given design cruise
conditions. Furthermore, the 12-percent thickness allows about lO-degrees
less sweep and about 6-percent less streamwise thickness than the minimum at
18-percent. Considering that the I.hinner strean_vise i_rofiles give lower
profile drag, and that the use of greater sweep involw_.s a variety of dis-
advantages which are not directly connected with structural weigh_ (i.e._ mnre
complex high-lift devices, undesirable stability and control (.haracteristicr,,
etc.), it appears that the higher-thickness supercriti,:,_l winq i_,,-hnolo_v may
be (on the basis of this a,alysis) only of very limited v,il_e ior _:envei_innal
transports at conventional cruise speeds.
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It should perhaps be emphasized that these arguments concerning thick airfoils
apply to the structural weight of wings for conventional swept-wing aircraft:
designed for cruise at Mach numbers greater than about 0.80. For unconventional
aircraft, such as cargo-wing transports, for which the wing thickness is
determined by constraints other than minimum bending-material weight, these
arguments do not apply. Furthermore, for conventiona, l aircraft designed for
cruise Mach numbers below about 0.80, for which sweep is not required, the
wing structure weight is reldted to thickness by the simple inverse proportion
indicated in equation (I). For these aircraft, the use of a 12-percent thick-
• ness wing instead of 18-percent would involve a structural wing box weight
penalty of fifty-percent. +
One final caution should be added against applying these results out of context:
the weight-scaling relation used here has been found tc be useful for a certain
class of aircraft (the conventional jet transport), and must be viewed with
suspicion for aircraft outside this class. Structural weight required to
resist bending loads is readily calculated, but for unconventional configura-
tions (e.g. aircraft with very high aspect ratio), considerations other than
primary bending can easily become important in the wing-structure weight.
Thus the weight "penalty" associated with secondary requirements such as
flutter stability or torsional stiffness might easily overshadow the trends in
bending-material weight which were explored in this study.
In this connection it should also be remembered that while the wing box is an
important item in the weight breakdown of transport aircraft, it is still a
relatively minor part - about eight percent of the maximum takeoff gross ,
weight for the C-5 and B-747 and even less for smaller aircraft. By contrast,
for example, the fuel weight can approach fifty percent of the gross weight.
Since the fuel consumption is strongly influenced by the wing geometry as well
as the wing weight, the selection of the "cptimum" wing design must be made on
the basis of overall system performance rather than simply on the basis of
wing weight.
A complete performance analysis, then, is required to find the best combination
of values of sweep, Mach number, and lift coefficient (as well as span, wing
area, gross weight, etc.). Given the stated limitations of the foregoing
analysis, however, it is believed that the results which have been presented
give a valid indication of the manner in which the structural weight of
transport-aircraft wings varies with the parameters which have been considered.
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CONCLUSIONS
By the use of a set of severe and limiting assumptions, an elementary analys_s
has been made of the effects of sweep angle and design cruise conditions
(drag-rise Mach number and lift coefficient) on the structural weight of the
wings of swept-wing transport aircraft. While the analysis can only be of
limited value because of the level of approximation used, the results appear
, to substantiate the following general conclusions:
,,;_=-4
I. The analysis provides a simple formulation for wing structure
weight which agrees well with known trends gleaned from sophisticated
_'I' design studies.2. For design cruise Mach numbers below about 0.80, wing weight is
o _'_ almost independent of sweep angle in the range from zero to aboutthirty degrees. Thus, from the standpoint of wing weight, sweepis unnecessary in this speed range.I
i
.... ! 3. For design cruise Mach numbers above about 0.80, a well-defined
! minimum weight condition exists at a sweep angle of about 35o . This
minimum-weight sweep angle increases as either Mach number or lift
I coefficient is increased.
,? I
o 1
_:'_._,, 4. Wing structure weight_increases rapidly as Mach number is increased:
•_-_"I,_, holding the product M_C! constant (as required for constant wing
i loadir,g and cruise altitude), it was found that the weight increases
about twenty percent for each increment of 0.05 in Mach number.
> 5. Wing weight increases as the design lift coefficient is increased, but
...."ii'i the rate of increase is small: the weight increase is about twenty-
percent for an increase in lift coefficient from 0.3 to 0.7.
o_ 6. For design Mach numbers above about 0.80, minimum-weight designs
-_-i involve profile thickness ratios (thickness divided _y normal chord)
•: of about 18- to 20-percent. with 15-percent and 12-percent designs
/"_. having respectively about 3 percent and I0 percent greater weight.
o
_ _i 7. The use of profiles which are somewhat thinner than 18 percent
_ i permits the use of substantially lower sweep angles at a relatively
.._ small cost in weight (a 12-percent thickness allows a reduction in
';_ sweep angle of about ten degrees from that of the minimum-weight
' design at 18 percent). Since reduced sweep is desirable for m_ny
reasons other than wing-box weight, the results _uggest that the
.__! overall "optimum" supercritical wing design will invJ!ve profile
thicknesses in the neighborhood of 12 percent, which is abo,t the
same as the ranqe of profile thickness on current modern transporti
! aircraft.
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APPENDIXA
DERIVATIONOF SIMPLESCALINGLAWFORWEIGHTOFBOX BEAMS
In determining the relative structural weights of wing boxes of various
dimensions and loadings for the swept-wing analysis, the following scaling :aw
was used:
J
W: Kw P _2/h o (A-I)
where P, t, and ho are the total load, the length,and the characteristic
depth of the beam. This relationshipis intendedas a measureof the weight
of the bending-strengthmaterial;weightsassociatedwith other requirements
such as shear strength,torsionalstiffness,etc., follow the differentscaling
laws. As discussedin the main text of this report,however,the bending-
materialweightdeterminedby this calculationhas been found to be a reliable
indicatorof the relativestructuralweight of wings among transportaircraft
of given class.
the derivation of this exoression for weight scaling of wing structure involves
the following steps:
a. Approximate the wing cross section by an equivalent ideal box beam. .
b. Write the bending moment in terms of the loading function and the
beamlength.
c. Find the cross-sectional area of the box "covers" (the upper and
lower surfaces) which is required to carry the bending momentwith
the given depth of the box cross section and with the given allowable
stress.
d. Find the weight of the covers from the required distribution of
cross sectional area.
The notation used in this derivation is as follows:
SYMBOLS
A cross sectional area of each box cover
h effective structural depth of box beam
I area moment of inertia of box cross section
k,K constantfactors
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o_.......!'_......... _. ...... .................. %/ :_..... • ...... _
• 1
I.
'_i _ beam length
I
_" M bendingmoment
L
i. p(y) lengthwiseload distributionL
i P total loadon beam
i.
"_ t effectivethicknessof box cover!
i W bendingmaterialweight
_-I
ii_ w(y) bendingmaterialweight per unit lengthalong beam
i y lengthwisedimension
" i y dummy variablefor lengthwiseintegration
,,I: n nondimensionallengthwisevariable TI._Y/_
_" ,i.' nS nondimensionaldummy variable
bendingstress
: ...... p materialdensity
". Subscripts
,o, o referencevalue
-_._.,_. p pertainingto load j
w pertainingto weight i
-_,. For the purposeof this derivation,an idealizedbox beam consistsof a pair
' of cover plates which form the upper and lower surfaces of the box and which
" ', are connectedby weightless,shear-resistantwebs formingthe sides of the box.
,_ The coversare capableof carryinglongitudinalloads,either in tensionor
compression, at the given allowable stress c . Under a given bending moment
M , the coversof the box experiencebendingstressesaccordingto the well-
known formula
.... o : ± M (H/2)/I (A-2)
" . where I is the areamoment of inertiaof the cross section. Here
I = b • t • h2/2 = A h2/2 (A-3)
._ii_! where b, t, and A are the width, skin thickness, and cross-section area of each,, cover. These equationscan be solvedfor A to get
(
!.
A : M/oh (A-4)
which, when multiplied by the density p , gives the weight of the box cover
per unit length of the beam.
In general, both M and h are functions of lengthwise position y along
the beam. Thus, the weight per unit length of the box beam (two covers, with
weightless shear webs) is:
J
w(y) = 2p • A(y) : (2p/o) • M(y)/h(y) (A-5)
The bending moment along the beam can be expressed in terms of the given load
distribution p(y) as:
M(y) : ; (y*- y) p(y*) • my' (A-6)
Withthis expression for M(y) and the given depth distribution H(y), the
weight of the full length of the beam can be found by integrating (A-5):
W : oI w(y) dy : 2p/o _ I/h(y) (_ (S- Y) P(Y') dy') dy (A-7)
Equation (A-7) can be simplified to yield the desired form of (A-I) by making
the integrand nondimensional
W : 2p/o • _oQ3/ho (_ ho/h(n ) (I (nS-n) • :_(n/)/po dn/) d n) (A-8)
n
In this form, the integr.al within the brackets has the value of a factor which
is dependent on the functional forms of h(y) and p(y), that is, on the form of
the distribution of the beam depth and the loading. Under the assumption that
these distributions are invariant within a given class of aircraft, the inte-
gra] has a fixed numerical value for all cases within the class. Equation
(A-8) can then be written
W = 2p/o • po_3/ho K (A-9)
To put (A-9) into the form of (A-l), note that for a given distribution p(y),
the total load P is related to Po by
P : of p(y) dy : Po9'of p(n)/p0 dn : po_ kp (A-IO)
since this integral also has a fixed numerical value. With the substitution
of P for p (A-9) becomes
2
W W = _2pK P.t__ho= kw p g2/h°
(A-If)
which is the desired form.
In approximating the weight of the box-beam structure for a wing, some allow-
ance must be made for the fact that the wing box is nonideal in that the cover
16
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]:
Ji:i:: material does not lie at a uniform distance from the neutral axis, and
- ' _ therefore the bending stress is not constant across the box. Since most wing
_'_ boxes exhibit this property to about the same degree, the required factor can
:i: be absorbed in the constant k of equation (A-ll). Equation (A-ll) is,
-_._;,! therefore, a satisfactory relation for estimating the relative weights of wing
...-i box bending-material among comparable transport aircraft designs.
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